Lenovo created the first monitor in the industry specifically designed to stow a Tiny 1L PC. This groundbreaking Tiny-in-One solution gave businesses an innovative alternative to other desktop and all-in-one devices that offered maximum upgrade and maintenance efficiency while also solving cable management and workspace issues. With the introduction of the fourth generation of TIO, one that includes 22- and 24-inch options, we offer all those benefits plus many new features that greatly enhance the user experience.

Paired with the enterprise-level power and performance of Tiny desktop, the TIO Gen 4 delivers a superior computing experience that now includes an optional 10-point multi-touch screen, extended lift height, and an IR webcam with integrated mic and speakers. The addition of ThinkShutter enhances the ThinkShield security solutions built into the Tiny inside.
EFFICIENT UPGRADES

The TIO Gen 4 is perfect for large enterprises, government organizations, health care systems, and educational institutions who require powerful desktop performance coupled with upgrade-efficiency. Because TIO allows you to purchase PCs and monitors separately, you can refresh either at a time that’s best for your budget. The TIO Gen 4 comes in a variety of screen sizes, including 24 and 22 inches, that work with the latest generation of Tiny PCs as well as any Tiny going back to the second generation. Installation is easy. Just lift the back cover, insert the Tiny, and plug in the power cord. Upgrades are just as fast.

SPACE SAVINGS

With an 18% smaller footprint than the previous generation, the TIO Gen 4 takes up even less desk space. As always, TIO Gen 4 offers much better cable management than the combination of a tower or small form factor PC plus monitor(s). When bundled with a Tiny, the TIO Gen 4 only uses one power cord total, while larger PCs with monitors can require two or more power cords. Additionally, the TIO Gen 4 can be used as a second, space saving display.

ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE

The TIO Gen 4 is designed with people in mind. The new stand features height adjustment up to 150 mm, which offers better ergonomics for taller users whether seated or standing. The optional 10-point multi-touch display creates a more intuitive user experience, while Eye Comfort Certification assures users of less eye strain and fatigue. And because our phones are always within reach, the TIO Gen 4 features a new cell phone holder integrated into the base.

BETTER COMMUNICATIONS

In today’s world of virtual meetings, the TIO 24 Gen 4 is your best asset with up to RGBIR or 1080p webcam and dual mics. The webcam on all TIO Gen 4 sizes rotates for the best view of the user. And of course, security is top of mind, especially when communications are involved. The TIO Gen 4 also features a ThinkShutter camera cover to provide better privacy and security when the webcam is not in use.

purposeful design

The TIO Gen 4 offers an enhanced computing experience through improved thermal design. We redesigned the back thermal cover to achieve better heat dissipation when paired with Tiny desktops, which allows users to achieve optimal performance and productivity.

relentless innovation

We are inspired by our customers and what they want from our devices. It shows in the fact that we pioneered the industry in TIO devices. This innovative combination allows businesses to upgrade monitors and PCs separately to save budget and offers users an even more clutter-free, space-saving design.

trusted quality

The TIO Gen 4 is designed for performance and durability in any environment. These monitors endure extreme tests to ensure they can withstand vibration, drops, electrostatic discharge, heat, humidity, and more.
LENOVO PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE COMBO PN: 4X30H56796
This full-size keyboard and mouse combo offers exceptional quality in a modern wireless solution. The slim three-zone keyboard with number pad has responsive, quiet keys. One-touch dedicated media keys put the controls you use most at your fingertips. The ergonomic full-size mouse provides comfort and support for all-day use.

LENOVO PRO WIRED STEREO VOIP HEADSET PN: 4XD0S92991
This headset offers the versatility of using the USB or 3.5mm connection, allowing users to stay connected with their PC or personal device. It also features a noise-cancelling microphone that eliminates background noise for better conversation. Set up is easy—simply plug in and go.